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Today’s Reality
The demands upon institutional investors – endowment & foundation
investment committees, pension sponsors, and the fiduciaries charged
with overseeing those asset pools – are greater now, arguably, than ever
before. Board members, investment committees, and senior executives
find themselves executing investment decisions against the backdrop of
a uniquely challenging environment. Today’s headwinds include:
•
•
•
•

“Organizations that
choose to investigate an
outsourcing framework are
confronted by a relatively
immature marketplace that
renders these services in a
wide variety of manners.”

Heightened market volatility
Lower projected capital market returns
Higher projected outflows against the asset pool (e.g., operating expenses and pension liabilities)
Historically low interest rates

Today’s Solutions
Following a trend that began to accelerate on the heels of the 2008-09 financial crisis, demand for discretionary/
outsourced chief investment officer (“OCIO”) services continues to gain momentum among institutional
investors. Various surveys1 indicate exponential growth in both the interest exhibited in and the outright
deployment of outsourcing solutions. This acceleration of interest can be attributed to a number of factors,
including:
•
•
•
•

A lack of internal resources and expertise at the investment committee and staff levels
Committee and governance structures that generally do not lend themselves to a timely response to
changing capital market conditions
A seemingly never ending array of new investment strategies
Frustration with the recent results generated by previously selected active managers

Apples and Oranges
Organizations that choose to investigate an outsourcing framework, however, are confronted by a relatively
immature marketplace that renders these services in a wide variety of manners. Traditional investment
consulting firms, large scale asset management complexes, specialty firms, and variants thereof have
entered the fray. Estimates suggest that there are somewhere on the order of eighty firms offering up some
permutation of outsourcing. Approaches run the gamut from “delegated consulting,” in which the client may
retain some degree of authority over portfolio activity, to outright “turn-key” solutions, whereby all authority
is ceded. Methodologies related to portfolio construction vary as well. Individually customized portfolios,
fund of funds/manager of managers, asset class sleeves, and single consolidated funds are all approaches that
have gained some degree of traction in the marketplace.
Source: 2015 Outsourced-Chief Investment Officer Survey, Chief Investment Officer Magazine
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Navigating the Noise
As mentioned above, the outsourcing concept is a comparatively new one and the different approaches available
render it difficult to make direct comparisons across providers. Moreover, a lack of evaluation standards at the
industry level makes comparison across providers somewhat more nuanced. To start, institutional investors
would do well to evaluate their needs and goals, as well as their relative strengths and weaknesses in overseeing
the investment portfolio. In addition to an assessment of the basic framework adopted by candidate providers,
an institutional investor’s due diligence efforts should thoroughly evaluate:
•

The Provider Itself
—— Does the provider demonstrate a commitment to the business with requisite personnel and systems?
—— Does the provider have the financial resources in place to remain in the marketplace for a long time?
—— Does the provider have the knowledge and experience managing the type of asset pool being considered
for OCIO?
—— Does the provider have a degree of independence – i.e., an ability to mitigate/avoid conflicts of interest?
—— How does the provider structure operational matters – e.g., middle and back office integration?

•

Investment Expertise & Experience
—— What is the provider’s performance? What is the extent of their “track record”? Is performance
competitive and repeatable?
—— What are the credentials and stability of the investment team? What is their connection to the track
record presented?
—— Does the provider have capable and experienced research staff?
—— Does the provider demonstrate a disciplined investment and evaluation process? Does the provider
maintain adequate risk controls?

•

Fees
—— To what degree is there transparency of fees?
—— What fees (e.g., provider fees, underlying investment manager fees, incentive fee structures, custody and
trading fees, etc.) are present and how do they benchmark?

A Word About Transition
The manner by which a portfolio is built warrants particular and careful consideration. As the appeal and use
of OCIO solutions continues to grow, requests to terminate services will inevitably arise. The way that the
initial provider has built the portfolio can have far-reaching ramifications for the speed and the degree to which
invested assets transition. Institutional investors would do well to incorporate this into their initial and continued
due diligence.
A Fiduciary Decision
Institutional investors are facing an increasingly complex and challenging investment and fiduciary climate. As
with any challenge, the market is providing solutions. The OCIO marketplace, however, is quite dynamic and fluid,
with providers offering varied experience, investment structures, and value propositions. As a result, provider
analysis and evaluation can be a challenging and time-consuming effort for many investment committees. The
task is that much more daunting given the ramifications of an ill-conceived decision.
An organization must be prepared to undertake a thorough and honest audit of its particular needs, circumstances,
and objectives to identify the approach that will best serve their needs. As with any fiduciary decision, employing
a prudent due diligence process and documenting one’s findings is the recommended course. Committees
should also be mindful that, regardless of the magnitude of discretion that the organization ultimately cedes to
the OCIO provider, as fiduciaries they retain a duty to oversee and monitor the provider on an ongoing basis.
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Fiduciary Investment Advisors, LLC (“FIA”)
FIA is an independent institutional consulting group with over 20 years of investment consulting experience.
FIA is an employee owned firm with 100% of the firm’s revenue derived from fees clients pay for investment
advice. Our mission is to provide customized investment consulting services to assist our clients in achieving
their investment and financial objectives, while fulfilling their fiduciary obligations. Our clients include corporate
retirement plans, endowments & foundations, public plans and private clients. Our consulting services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investment Policy Statement Review/Creation;
Retirement Service Provider Search (RFI/RFP);
Plan Benchmarking;
Investment Menu Analysis and Design;
Total Plan Fee Analysis (full fee disclosure);
Fiduciary Governance Consulting;
Investment Fund Performance Measurement, Analysis and Reporting;
Risk-Based Model Portfolio Construction;
Employee Communication and Education;
Asset Allocation Analysis;
Investment Manager Searches;
Liability Driven Investment (“LDI”) Strategies for Pension Plans;
Quarterly In-Person Meetings with Finance/Investment Committees;
Strategic Guidance on Relevant Topics of Interest;
For More Information Please Contact:
Christopher F. Kachmar, CFA
Managing Partner & Chief Investment Officer
Fiduciary Investment Advisors, LLC
100 Northfield Drive
Windsor, CT 06095
Direct: (860) 697-7412
Email: ckachmar@fiallc.com
Michael Chase
Partner & Senior Consultant
Fiduciary Investment Advisors, LLC
100 Northfield Drive
Windsor, CT 06095
Direct: (860) 697-7442
Email: mchase@fiallc.com

Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk,
and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments
and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by Fiduciary Investment Advisors, LLC), or any non-investment related content, made
reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable
for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws,
the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information
contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from Fiduciary Investment Advisors,
LLC. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation,
he/she is encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of his/her choosing. Fiduciary Investment Advisors, LLC is neither a law firm nor a
certified public accounting firm and no portion of the newsletter content should be construed as legal or accounting advice. A copy of the Fiduciary
Investment Advisors, LLC’s current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees is available for review upon request.
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